Darkstar Forestry Ltd.
Junior and Senior Silviculture Technicians and Office Personnel
An established SAFE certified Forest Consultant based in Nelson BC. We currently hold
multiple multi-year contracts, with potential for more, and are seeking seasonal Jr/Sr
Silviculture technicians and office staff for 2019 field season. Field Season typically starts May
ends in Oct depending on snow and job type. Office season can vary from April to December
depending on contract deadlines. Our current working area is based predominantly in the
Kootenay Lake and Arrow Forest Districts and willing to expand with the right people.
As a Silviculture Technician you will be responsible for carrying out Silviculture Surveys and
producing reports with recommendations. The potential to work on planting implementation,
brushing implementation, and treatment area layout exists for the right person. Knowledge of
iPad use with mapping app Avenza and data collection apps SNAP&Plant Wizard be an asset,
but not a requirement, willing to train. Working in a range of climates from spring downpours,
summer heat, and fall cold will be required. Expect some steep challenging terrain. A valid
drivers licence with safe driving record also an asset. Holding a Silviculture Survey
Accreditation certificate will definitely be a plus +++. The successful applicants will be required
to complete basic level 1 occupational first aid prior to commencement of field work.
Office personnel will be responsible for summarizing final survey, planting, and brushing reports
for submission to clients. Meeting deadlines with electronic/paper package submissions to
clients will be required throughout the season. Answering phone calls and emails from staff and
clients will also be a key role. Proficient computer use with some knowledge of SNAP, LRM,
Excel, RESULTS will definitely be an asset. Some knowledge of Silviculture and Forestry
practices will also be an asset. The right person may also be able to spend some time in the
field conducting surveys, if so desired. Strong organizational skills, work ethic and willingness
to learn are key for this position. Training will be provided for this position, as required.
All applicants can send their resumes to jfrank@columbiawireless.ca with desired job position in
the subject line.

